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madden.mp
Sticky Note
Have DDCS been required to travel outside of Canada in the last 10 years?  When, where, and at what cost?



madden.mp
Sticky Note
Agree.



madden.mp
Sticky Note
We need this testimony!!!



madden.mp
Sticky Note
Disagree.  It can start immediately.  At least reading the disclosure, which is the bulk of the work.  And seeking initial instructions from a client.

madden.mp
Sticky Note
Agree wholeheartedly.

madden.mp
Sticky Note
Disagree.  If you have a large number of files, but nothing happening on any of them, then what do you do all day?

madden.mp
Sticky Note
Some of these claims are a bit loose.  How often?  Right to silence in admin law?  It doesn't exist.

madden.mp
Sticky Note
How does this contrast with a staff lawyer at legal aid nova scotia?  (Way fewer clients).

madden.mp
Sticky Note
Reg F counsel are the most cost-problematic, because the expense of keeping them is incurred regardless of how much - or how little - work needs to be done.

madden.mp
Sticky Note
The idea of Res F "incremental" costs is only an issue if you have already sunk > 0 into Reg F costs.  Otherwise, "incremental" is a great idea - pay for what you need, no more.

madden.mp
Sticky Note
This seems like an off-the-cuff remark.  What effort has been put into building a pool of civilian counsel?  Lawyers, especially criminal defence lawyers, are dying for work in Canada.  

madden.mp
Sticky Note
The federal Crown pays a fairly standard "agent" rate to civilian lawyers to prosecute on the Crown's behalf (especially in smaller regions where it doesn't make as much sense to keep a large federal staff).  Why pay more than this?  The feds seem to have no problem finding people to do agent work, and it is very common for early career criminal law lawyers to start this way.



madden.mp
Sticky Note
Agree that the expertise needed to conduct an appeal is high - and that a smaller pool of appellate lawyers will exist than trial lawyers.








































